Kim Camino A Journey to Colombia
As we wrap up 2014 and look ahead to 2015, Kyu and I are both excited
and overwhelmed by the journey we will undertake. 2015 will be a year of
preparation for our future ministry - preparing professionally, spiritually,
and financially toward our goal of becoming long-term missionaries to
Colombia.
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Colombia is the only South
American country that
touches both the Pacific
Ocean and the Caribbean
Sea.
It is almost twice as big as
the state of Texas in terms
of land size.
Food of the month:
Arepa is a basic side for many
Colombian meals. It is a
bread made from cornmeal,
similar to a thick pancake. It
is normally eaten with butter
but it can be combined with
cheese and other fillings to
make a delicious sandwich.

In terms of professional preparation, we will be making our first visit to
Colombia at the end of March. It is important for us to experience a taste
of life in Colombia so that we can prepare ourselves for the ministry roles
we will play when we are able to begin our full-time ministry. We plan to
stay with the Alonso family, who are Camino Global missionaries already
established in ministry in Iglesia Bautista Vida Nueva de Chia. We will
have the opportunity to interact with the local church body, experience
first hand some of the current ministries, and fill ourselves up with authentic Colombian food, like arepas (see below). Following this “survey” trip, I
(Anna) plan to complete the final few courses for my Masters’ degree.
Starting in January, Kyu and I will begin to actively seek ministry partners.
While this really falls into both the “spiritual” and “financial” preparation
categories, we know that God is the one who will orchestrate those “coincidental” connections, and move the hearts of people to commit to praying for us, and to giving toward our ministry. We desire to serve God in
Colombia, but also recognize that our ministry partners from home will
form the foundation for future service. Our “ministry” and “service” have
already begun, and we will continue to read, pray, and serve in preparation for our future ministry goals. We will be forced to step out of our comfort zone as we meet with new people, share our vision, and ultimately rely
on God to fund our ministry in His time. We hope that you will be blessed
and encouraged to join us as we go on this journey to serve our Lord.
(Continued on Page 2)

Praises:
We had a fee waived on a
small personal loan after
sharing our future ministry
plans with the lender.
We will be able to travel to
Colombia as a family of four.
We are thankful the girls will
be able to experience our
first visit with us.

Prayer Requests:

During our Orientation at the Camino Dallas office in November, we created a financial worksheet detailing our monetary needs for moving, living,
and doing ministry in Colombia. Here is a snapshot of our financial needs:
Survey Trip
Moving/Training Expenses
Monthly Support

$5,000

March 2015

$45,000

One-time

$6,500

Ongoing

Part of our financial preparation includes attending a workshop that will
train and equip us to be able to humbly, yet boldly seek ministry partners.
We are waiting on the company to publish future workshop dates, but
hope to attend a workshop in April or May.
Thank you for your prayer and support,
Kyu & Anna Kim
December 2014

That we will have a positive
international travel experience with Lucia (2) and
Noelia (1).
That we will be able to help
Lucia and Noelia adjust and
thrive during our busy
schedule and foreign
environment in Colombia.
That Kyu would continue to
find favor in the eyes of his
work supervisors.
That God would open doors
for creating ministry partnerships, and that those partnerships would be mutually
encouraged for us and for
those who pray and give.

Would you please pray and consider providing us with a gift to meet
these specific needs, and even more important, would you consider
becoming a monthly partner with us for $25, $50, $75, or $100 a month?
To give, go to caminoglobal.org/give or mail check to Camino Dallas.
Mail to:

Camino Dallas
8625 La Prada Drive
Dallas, TX 75228

Checks should be written to
Camino Dallas and must include
the missionary ID#: 084815

Click or scan to give through the Camino Global website

